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July 6th 
Following the request of Natassia "Dida" Dourida and the recommendations by Irena Boljunčić Gracin and 
Chris Keulemans it was agreed to devote the first day of workshop to the sharing and transfer of practices 
and tools. The workshop involved the members of the board as well as other members active in the 
extended community around Communitism.  

The first part of the workshop consisted of a presentation of the experience of L'Asilo as case of best 
practice which developed a radical participatory governance model of an historical public-owned building 
formally recognized as Urban Emerging Common by the City Administration and ruled under the 
Declaration of Urban Civic and Collective Use, a chart of commonly shared rules written by the open, 
informal and potentially unlimited community of artists, activist and researchers that for the last 7 years 
operates through a weekly public Assembly and through thematic public working groups to ensure access 
to the spaces to all as well as carrying out creative and cultural activities. 

On the basis of questions stimulated hearing the case of L'Asilo the second part of the workshop let arise 
issues, questions, critical nodes more directly connected to the case of Communitism. L'asilo with its 7-
years experience of participated public assemblies, participatory governance model and diverse thematic 
working group was a useful reference since many of the issues presented by the participants had already 
been addressed, discussed and solutions were found with very positive results. The case of L'Asilo was 
used as a reference and a tool to stimulate the discussion around the specificities of Communitism, not as 
a model to duplicate or transfer as such also because in the case of L'Asilo there is not a "proper model" to 
duplicate since in its case it is possible to say that "the process is the model". 

The central question that emerged was how to harmonize two apparently contrasting elements: on the 
one side the desire to elicit a broad participation and an horizontal participatory governance process 
while, on the other side, in the month of May Communitism had registered formally as an association, 
namely “Association of citizens for the preservation of newer cultural heritage with the descriptive title 
Communitism” counting 21 members and managed by a board of 7 (Marina, Nikoleta, Maaike, Giorgis, 
Chloe, Phoebe and Natassia as president assuming also legal repsponsabilities).  

The need for the group of initiators to constitute a formal association arises from two main reasons: 1) to 
be able to operate in dialogue with the real estate sector being the property of the building shared 
between two private owners with different orientation (one older couple more sensitive to social and 
cultural issues and closer to the the social, ethical, political values of Communitism, the other one 
interested in profit and economic revenue); 2) to have the possibility to respond to calls for projects and 
access funding opportunities coherent with the overall shared values and objectives of an experience as 
that of Communitism.  

The idea was to devote the following day to elaborate for Communitism a hybrid structure where the 
Association with its board could also act as group of facilitators towards the extended community to grant 
horizontal participation and participatory governance in the care, access and use of the space. 

Other topics treated were: how to moderate large participated assemblies; how to let collective 
intelligence emerge; how to deal with contradictions: etherogeneous assembly vs identitary attitudes; the 
conflict as a tool for growth; how to balance curatorship and artistic direction vs allowing the creative 
forces of the territory to emerge; how to relate with needs of the larger community that are not cultural 
but social; how to manage spaces: residential projects vs transitory projects; how to keep ethical and 
political vision alive; how to relate with the "external" world following different values: utopic spaces vs 
etherotopic spaces; how to gain more strength and support joining experiences of commoning and 



networks in the city and abroad; how to manage personal issues and keep harmony in a diverse group; how 
to encourage the participation of many; how to empower new forces and transfer competences in an 
horizontal structure; how to practice "consensus" as a decision-taking process; how to relate to urgency vs 
slow participatory process; traditional commons vs emerging commons; neo-liberal economies vs 
economies based on mutualism and solidarity. 

July 7th 
The second day the group gathered to work more specifically to describe the actual functioning of 
Communitism, the structure of the Association and the functions recognized by it to the board. Going 
deeper into the ideas of commons, of commoning and of urban and collective civic use as developed and 
practiced at L'asilo, the group worked to give shape to a participatory governance model for the life of 
Communitism as a broader community. Even if in the case of Communitism the property is into the hand of 
private owners the idea of civic use provides  an interesting option, theoretically splitting the idea of 
property in two, on the one side the property of the good on the other side the right of use of the good. 
The Civic Use can provide a form of collective use of the building on the basis of a set of commonly shared 
values and rules through the practice of a form of horizontal democracy. The set of shared rules needs to 
grant the respect the fundamental principles of civi use: accessibility, usability, fairies and inclusiveness in 
the use of the spaces and technical equipments by defining how to use the spaces, who is entitled to use 
them, how decision are taken and how to acquire the status of Member of Communitism.  
To develop the hybrid structure of Communitism between the Association and the extended community it 
was necessary to provide fairness of access to the life of the Association on the one side (a mechanism 
already present in the funding statute of the association) and fairness of access to the use of the space on 
the other side.  
The outcome was the idea to define three types of membership inside the extended community: 
1) Communiteam: chore members, those who assume the responsibility to facilitate the process and the 

life of Communitism and support long-term projects;  
2) Associates: those who access the space for transitory short-term projects 
3) Audience: the larger extended community of users, beneficiaries, followers 
The Communiteam can operate through the Association and can create working groups of at least 3 
members to facilitate activities (communication, event planning, maintenance... etc) 



July 8th 
On the basis of what emerged the previous day, the third day was devoted to the actual writing of a 
Manifesto including values and principles, a description of the type of membership, rules of access and use 
of the space. The outcome was a first draft (here attached) that in September will be further elaborated 
and shared with a larger presence of members and community and that needs further development 
following the process and in dialogue with the community. 
 

 


